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Akin to Nature



With a vast array of textures and colors
limited only by your imagination.

Providing protection.

And made from sand.



A simple wallcovering system

Vitrulan wallcoverings are a simple solution with 
major impact. Extreme durability, easy maintenance, 

stylish designs, exceptional functionality and
environmental benefits – it’s all possible with

Vitrulan wallcovering systems. 

Made of 100 percent finely spun glass yarn, Vitrulan 
products offer superior strength and performance 
combined with customizable designs. Our wall-
covering systems create a smooth or textured, 

durable and easy-to-clean surface that eliminates 
pores and pockets in which micro-organisms 

could accumulate. Vitrulan products come in rolls 
like wallpaper and are available in patterns to suit 
most any style. Once installed, the wallcovering 

can be painted and then repainted as
often as needed.

With Vitrulan, the options are endless.



Available Within the System

Turn your wall into an idea board with our Scribil dry-erase paint 

from Vitrulan. Its clear finish eliminates the limitations of traditional 

whiteboards, allowing any color to show through on your wall.

CINCH SCRIBIL

INKED

Customized with a patented metallic back coating, 

our Cinch wallcovering allows magnets to be applied 

directly to the wall itself – no need for separate cork 

or expensive magnetic boards.

Any design, in any color can be printed on our Inked

wallcovering, making it the perfect way to coordinate the walls 

of a space with the décor and/or corporate identity. From logos 

and words to patterns and images, you dream it,

and we’ll create it.

Maximize your impact by combining Cinch and 
Scribil to create a magnetic, dry-erase wall. 



CUSTOMIZE YOUR PROJECT BASED ON YOUR INSTALLATION

VRP

LOGOS FABRICS

For superior durability, choose our Reinforced Polyurethane (VRP®) Wall System, which is applied like wallpaper and then 

painted with a two-part, tintable, water-based epoxy and finished with a coat of low VOC, clear, water-based polyurethane. 

With our Logo product, even a facility’s walls 

can be a reflection of the company or 

organization’s identity. It’s the only fabric 

wallcovering that allows almost all elements of 

corporate design to be displayed effectively.

Over 26 patterns and textures to choose from; add the paint 

color of your choice and the possibilities are endless.

For a truly unique space, we can design a 
custom fabric wallcovering just for you.

WALL FINISHING SYSTEMS



From the Sand

Vitrulan glass fabric is manufactured from abundant 
natural raw materials (quartz) and contains no 
plasticizers or any harmful chemical agents. 

The mineral quartz is formed when silicon and 
oxygen, the two most common elements in the 
Earth's crust, combine as silicon dioxide. Quartz 
is the most abundant mineral in the Earth's crust. 
It occurs in basically all mineral environments, and 
is an important constituent of many rocks. Sand, 
which is composed of tiny quartz pebbles, is the 
main ingredient in the manufacture of glass. To 
form the fabric used in our wallcoverings, the 

quartz (or sand) is melted, spun to fine
threads and processed and refined with

state-of-the-art technologies. 

The result is a highly sustainable and long-
wearing wallcovering that’s perfect for most

any commercial setting. 



Vitrulan was founded in 1921, as a manufacturer 
of glass fabric. Over the years, the company’s glass 
fabric has been used not only for wallcoverings, 

but also for other technical products made of 
textile glass. With two plants located in Germany, 
the company today has more than 360 employees 

and is still an independent, family-owned
business. Vitrulan is dedicated to delivering 

high-quality products and outstanding service, 
on a global level.

Our History

For more information
visit Vitrulan online at vitrulanusa.com or call 888-267-4067.
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